Curriculum Vitae – Susan Trevaskes

QUALIFICATIONS: BA, Honours (first class), PhD.

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: Professor, School of Humanities, Languages and Social Science, Griffith University, and Adjunct Director, Australian Centre on China in the World, Australian National University (ANU)

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT
(1995-2005): Lecturer/Senior Lecturer, Griffith University
(2005-2008) ARC Research Fellow, Griffith University
(2009-2014) ARC QEII Research Fellow, Griffith University

CURRENT EDITORIALS
Associate Editor (2015 - present) China Law and Society Review

CURRENT EDITORIAL BOARD MEMBERSHIPS: Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology; Peking Law Journal

NATIONAL COMPETITIVE RESEARCH GRANTS
Over $1.03m in funding from the Australia Research Council and other funding bodies such as Australian Centre on China in the World - National China Studies Centre fund (RAD project) and Australia-China Science and Research Fund (ACSRF) Group Mission Award for Building Counter-Narcotics Capacity in Australia and China

NATIONAL TEACHING AWARDS
Inaugural National Carrick Awards for Australian University Teaching Citation (joint recipient) (2006)

SCHOLARLY BOOKS (sole-authored)


EDITED RESEARCH BOOKS (co-edited)


SCHOLARLY BOOK CHAPTERS


JOURNAL ARTICLES


